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Isotech Co is a well-established professional company that specializes in the manufacturing, assembly and the in-
stallation of all kinds of architectural designs that have to do with aluminum and glass production, Isotech Co has a 
very strong reputation in the market earned thanks to its imposing presence and the hard work it gave for 25 years. 
Making it one of the most reputable and professional companies in the market.
 
Why Us ?
Our business continues to thrive because we demonstrate, on a daily basis, that we value the same things our custom-
ers do. Our reliability has made many known contractors, architects and international brands recurring customers.

ISO TECH CO.
aluminum & glass

We are fearless. 
We can take medium or advanced projects with ease. No 
matter how high the level of the project is we are always 
ready and up to the demands needed. Isotech managed 
to successfully execute some of the most complicated 
projects delivering perfectionism even in the most metic-
ulous details leaving no flaws behind.

We value time. 
Time is one of the most important elements when it comes 
to professional work. It defines the difference between 
well-organized highly experienced companies from the 
rest. We value your time and work on the most efficient 
ways to deliver the best results required with the least 
time needed without compromising quality. 

Investing in experience
It is true ...we have advanced machinery but what Isotech 
co is truly proud of, is the investment made through 25 
years in its employees. Isotech has managed to form an 
extremely professional crew, a crew that can manage to 
work under any pressure and solve any given problem in 
no time at all.  Yes, we do invest in our machinery but what 
truly sets us apart is our heavy investment in the experi-
ence of our crew.

We know the market and the market knows us 
Our reputation in the market precedes us, and we know 
the market well, that is why we can afford very lucrative 
deals when it comes to the buying of raw materials or the 
logistics costs, which help us give you the most compet-
itive prices available in the market without the slightest 
cut from the quality of our services.

After project maintenance and support
No, we don’t want you to pay us so we can leave. We want 
you to keep us in your mind and speak of us as if you are 
speaking of your own company. That is why we provide 
guarantees and project maintenance for enough time so 
we can make sure that you are fully satisfied to the point 
where you would give other people our name with pride 
knowing that we will never fail you no matter what they 
throw at us. For that is how Isotech was built...Trust and 
good reputation, 

We look forward to be your reliable partner 



Our substantial growth comes not only from our investment 
in top-of-the-notch machinery, but from our continuous 

training and employment of professional staff.

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

Isotech Co offers a range of technically advanced aluminum and glass solutions and systems. We have continued to invest in the product range, infrastructure 
and staff, ensuring that you benefit from the very best in service and support. We design, fabricate and install high performance aluminum systems to suit the 
needs and budget of a wide range of projects and clients.

Doors & Windows
Producing and installing of all types and 
styles of windows and doors, using high 
quality aluminum systems. Wide variety of 
applications: sliding, hinged, tilt & turn, lift & 
slide…, with different specifications; thermal, 
acoustic, high performance profiles…

Curtain Walls
Curtain wall solutions that combine perfor-
mance, cost effectiveness and value. We can 
offer a full range of solutions…fully captured, 
horizontal tame, vertical tame, structural sil-
icone…

Shutters & Louvers
Providing a wide range of roller shutters that 
suits any commercial, industrial & residential 
needs with a wide variety of motorized shut-
ters, and different architectural designs of 
louvers and abat-jours.

 

Frameless Glass Facades 
Professionally designed and assembled glass 
facades in a wide variety of designs…shop 
fronts, spider systems, internal partitions 
and,bath covers and cutain glass systems.

Railing Systems
Offering a wide components and fittings in 
stainless steel, aluminum and glass including 
internal stairs/landings, balconies, balus-
trades, and railings.

Rooflights, Canopies & Walkways
Manufacturing and installing roof lights, can-
opies, and walkways by producing custom-
ized solutions for various designs.

Cladding
 Providing a variety of metal cladding sys-
tems such as, aluminum composite panels 
and multiple types of decorative and archi-
tectural aluminum cladding.

Garage Doors
Offering an array of frame finishes and spe-
cial custom options in garage doors roll-up 
overhead garage doors

Technical Document
Extruded slat GP-45

   

100 140 180 220 260 300 340
16.0 17.8 19.7 20.7 22.7 23.6 24.6
16.3 18.3 19.8 20.8 22.8 23.8 25.0
16.8 18.6 19.8 21.4 23.0 23.9 25.3

   17.7 19.2 20.7 22.5 23.4 24.4 26.2
(*) For a width exceeding 4.5m, please contact the technical department.

        Remarks:  - GP-45 can be delivered either perforated or non-perforated
                           - The following dimensions are available in stock in order to reduce waste: 
                              4.0m, 4.5m, 5.0m, 5.5m, 6.0m, 6.6m
                           - The colors available in stock are:
                              Mill finish, Anodized silver, White, Bronze powder coated and Wood pattern
                           - Any RAL or anodized color can be provided at client request.

AXE Ф 70

AXE Ф 102          
AXE Ф 89

DIAMETERS AFTER ROLL UP (cm):
HEIGHT (cm)
AXE Ф 60

Nominal thickness 
Total height 
Effective height 
Nbr of profiles per meter of height    
Moment of inertia

 4.5  M (*)

DRAWING DESCRIPTION

The extruded slat GP-45 is designed with double wall aluminum
extruded profile. It offers great strength and weather proof
solutions. It can be used in residential or commercial applications.

The GP-45 extruded slats are normally motorized for maximum
flexibility in operation. Each type of slat has a well-designed end-cap to
be fixed by screws or rivets.

The advantage of GP-45 compared to the traditional extruded slat is its
flatness of both external and internal surfaces allowing flexibility in
most architectural design.

For economical and safety reasons, GP 45 can be used in combination
with LI-45 (Injected slats), keeping the same external appearance
while reducing cost.

Approximate Weight    10.0  Kg/m²
Minimum Diameter of axle-tree 70  mm

Profile Description :

RECOMMENDED DIMENSION FOR ASSEMBLY :
     I xx’ = 0.14cm4                                                                 J yy’ =3.3cm4 

 8.6 mm
54.1 mm
45.0 mm

 22.2 units

Maximum Width

Thermal-break casement frame - Thermal-break casement frame - Thermal-break casement frame - Thermal-break casement frame- Thermal-break casement frame - Thermal-break casement frame Thermal-break casement frame - Thermal-break casement frame - Thermal-break casement frame - Thermal-break casement frame- Thermal-break casement frame - Thermal-break casement frame 

7 FXi - Saphir

Vertical section scale 1/2

Horizontal section scale 1/2



“We operate our business with every intention of being here 
to serve you for decades to come...”

PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION



DEVELOPER     ZARDMAN
ARCHITECT      SOMA
LOCATION       MAR MIKHAEL

BOBO
DEVELOPER        AIMS HOLDING
ARCHITECT      FOUAD SAMARA ARCHITECTS
LOCATION      MAKKAH - K.S.A 

AL TAYSEER HOTEL



CLOUDS OF KHENCHARA 
CONTRACTOR      Mr. ATEF AKL
LOCATION       KHENCHARA

OBEID VILLA
ARCHITECT      DAZ ARCHITECTS
LOCATION      CHNANIIR 



KHALDEH RESIDENCE 
ARCHITECT     FOUAD SAMARA ARCHITECTS 
LOCATION       KHALDEH

ZEINOUN 276
DEVELOPER     ZETCO SARL
LOCATION      BSALIM 



Residential

“Personalised solutions for new possibilities...”



MODULOFTS
ARCHITECT       FOUAD SAMARA ARCHITECTS
CONSULTANT       APAVE
LOCATION      ACHRAFIEH 



YARZEH PINES
DEVELOPER     HAMMOUD EST. FOR TRADING & CONTRACTING
CONSULTANT     SKP. SAMIR KHAIRALLAH & PARTNERS
LOCATION       YARZEH

REMHALA 662
DEVELOPER     Mr. FOUAD JAWHARY
LOCATION         KABRESHMOUN 



WAVE
DEVELOPER     ZARDMAN
ARCHITECT      SOMA
LOCATION       ACHRAFIEH

JAZI RESIDENCE 
DEVELOPER     Mr.ADNAN JAZI 
CONTRACTOR        Eng KHALED ABOU SHAKRA
LOCATION       CHEMLAN



SIN EL FIL 2398 HOSTEL
DEVELOPER     Mr. MILAD ABI SAAD
LOCATION       SIN EL FIL

ENGINEER        Mrs. LINA ABOU ALI
LOCATION       MAR ELIAS

LOUAIZE 548 BAUCHRIEH  3584
DEVELOPER     HAMAD ABOU LHOSN & CO.
LOCATION       LOUAIZE

DEVELOPER     Mr. MILAD ABI SAAD
LOCATION       SED EL BAUCHRIEH



COMMERCIAL

“Strive for the best of simplicity.”



CHTOURA

HAMRA

HAZMIEH VERDUN

STARBUCKS
DEVELOPER     DAREEN INTERNATIONAL CO. SARL 
CONTRACTOR    MAC FOR ENGINEERING & CONTRACTING 

AMIOUN



BEIRUT CITY CENTER
CONTRACTOR    MAC FOR ENGINEERING & CONTRACTING
CONSULTANT       MAF
LOCATION      BEIRUT



CONTRACTOR     MAC FOR ENGINEERING & CONTRACTING
LOCATION      KASLIK

KASLIK 2489 HAMRA 1470
CONTRACTOR      MAC FOR ENGINEERING & CONTRACTING
LOCATION      HAMRA



THE SPOT SAIDA
CONTRACTOR      MAC FOR ENGINEERING & CONTRACTING
LOCATION      SAIDA



FEDERATION OF HIGHR METN MUNICIPALITIES
ENGINEER        Eng. YOUSSEF SARKIS
LOCATION      HAMMANA

MILCAR

WOODEN BAKERY

CONTRACTOR      GAMA
LOCATION       AIN AL MRAISEH

DEVELOPER       APCO
LOCATION       RABWEH

NISSAN
DEVELOPER       SLAIBY MOTOR CO. SARL
LOCATION       GHAZIR



Villas

“Design is intelligence made visible.”



SAREIDEEN VILLA
OWNER            Mr. MASSAAD SARIEDDEEN
LOCATION      BZEBDINE



AL FAHMI VILLA
OWNER            Mr. AWAD AL FAHMI
ARCHITECT      AKRAM SHAYA ARCHITECTS
LOCATION      SAWFAR



AL NASR VILLA
OWNER            Mr. MOHAMMAD AL NASR
CONTACTOR     MANAF
LOCATION      HAMMANA

SALLOUM VILLA
OWNER            Mr. YOUSSEF SALLOUM
ARCHITECT      AKRAM SHAYA ARCHITECTS
LOCATION      CHEMLAN



KHAYRALLAH VILLA
OWNER            Mr. BECHARA KHAYRALLAH
LOCATION      BHAMDOUN

HILAL VILLA
OWNER            Mr. WALID HILAL
LOCATION      Qornayel



AL KOWARY VILLA
OWNER            Mr. ALI AL KOWARY
LOCATION      AL KALAA

ABO FARRAJ VILLA
OWNER            Mr. TALIH ABO FARRAJ
ARCHITECT      AKRAM SHAYA ARCHITECTS
LOCATION      BAALISHMAY



AYACH VILLA
OWNER               Mr. FADI AYACH
LOCATION         CHEMLAN

AL SOBAH VILLA
CONTACTOR       Mr. KAREM MEZHER
LOCATION      KOBIEH



BARAKE VILLA
OWNER            Mr. FADI EL BARAKE
LOCATION      ABADIYEH

OWNER            Mr. SOUHEIL RIMAN
ARCHITECT      AKRAM SHAYA ARCHITECTS
LOCATION      AIN ZHALTA

RIMAN VILLA



ABOL HOSN VILLA
CONTRACTOR     Eng. GHASSAN FARAH
LOCATION      BTEKHNAY

ZEBIAN VILLA
OWNER            Mr. HAITHAM ZEBIAN
ARCHITECT      BASHAR SHAZBEK
LOCATION      MAZRAAT EL SHOUF



 We Look Forward to be your Reliable Partner ...





Karnayel,Baabda, Lebanon 
Telefax 05-36 13 93/4

Cell 70-86 89 04
www.isotechlb.com


